The most important question in the historiography of the Hansa is also the most straightforward: What was it? For nearly two hundred years historians have been studying the Hansa, often known in English works as the Hanseatic League, yet its nature as an institution remains a mystery. On the surface it was an association of merchants and their cities but beyond this it has evaded more concrete and consistent definition by historians. Hanseatic literature is replete with numerous and varied explanations, and the dominant paradigms at any given time range from nationalist to internationalist and from primarily political to economically focused. But what unites these paradigms is their propensity to reflect the contemporary foci of German politics. From the early days of Hanseatic study, when a fractured Germany sat in the centre of a rapidly centralizing Europe, to the present day, with issues like capitalism and the European Union at the heart of political dialogue, analyses of Hanseatic institutions have consistently reflected the contemporary perspectives on modern institutions.

While the exact nature of the Hansa remains contentious its bounds in terms of geography, time, and membership are clearer. Though the Hansa first took shape as an association of merchants in the thirteenth century, their cities later took on a more active management role, a state which lasted until its seventeenth century collapse. Within this broader chronology, many Hanseatic studies focus on the period from 1300 to 1500, which saw the
height of the Hansa's power first economically and then politically. As individuals, the members of the Hansa were primarily ethnically German and used Middle Low German as a lingua franca among themselves. Hanseatic cities were located almost entirely within the territories of the Holy Roman Empire and the Teutonic Order, but outposts of the Hansa, known as Kontor, stretched across all of Northern Europe. This wide scope, with implications for both the complexity of internal relations and impact on external events, not only contributes to the historical importance of the Hansa, but also to the amorphous nature of its institutions.

Research into the history of the Hansa began in the early nineteenth century, when Georg Sartorius published his *Geschichte des Hanseatischen Bundes und Handels*. Though academic Hanseatic studies were sparse during the next half century, they shared a common concern with the disunity of the German people. Sartorius himself wrote that "the anarchy of the German Empire and the weakness of the cities inevitably led them to mutual association with one another," while others focused on the importance of independent towns and wealthy citizens to German history and tradition. This interest in cooperation within a nation reflected the contemporary problems of Germany, which was still a collection of small states. Another trend, namely the overwhelming focus on the formal, political aspects of the Hansa, also emerged at the time, precluding a deeper examination of economic and social structures. Cornelius Walford, who wrote one of the earliest English histories of the Hansa, commented in his work that "some modern writers have been disposed to lay great stress" the Hanseatic Diet's first meeting in
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This too reflected the concerns of contemporary historians, as their political leaders searched for solutions to Germany's fractured state. In a period of German history defined by the fragmentation of the nation, consideration of how and why the Hansa brought the German people together set the tone of its historiography.

Hanseatic scholarship gained a new breath of life with the unification of Germany in 1871, but the change in the political atmosphere of Germany brought with it a major shift in the historiography. The new image of the Hansa was, not unlike the new German Empire, "an emphatically German, hierarchically organized town league." Walther Stein, a German historian from this period, considered the Hansa inextricably linked with German law and language, and others identified it as a key to the continuous development of German national history. In a period of new German unity, the Hansa came to be seen as of unity during the Holy Roman Empire's gradual dissolution. This narrative of the German Hansa also pitted its merchant members against the commercial interests of other nations; in the words of Ernst Daenell, the laws of the Hansa aimed "to assist the Hanseatic people in outstripping foreigners." The few English Hanseatic scholars of this period followed this nationalist model as well; Ian Colvin argued that the Hansa operated under the protection of the Holy Roman Empire, while E. G. Nash portrayed Hanseatic activity in London as a struggle between English and German commercial interests. In this way, contemporary international competition began to bleed into the historical study of the Hansa, casting it as a tool of German national ambition in medieval
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and early modern Europe. Given the contentious and nationalistic struggle between states that consumed Europe scant years later, it is perhaps unsurprising that historians looked for similar trends in the past, but in the case of Hanseatic institutions this resulted in a historiographical paradigm obsessed with nationalistic issues.

A telltale sign of the link between early Hanseatic studies and the German imperial identity is the emphasis historians from this period place on maritime power politics. Interest in the Hanseatic merchant marine arose around the turn of the century, as Kaiser Wilhelm II became convinced that Germany needed to become a naval power to be successful in the contemporary European power struggle. Daenell, among others, took up the historical narrative of a naval Germany, arguing that the essential purpose of the Hansa was the pursuit of "a common commercial and maritime policy abroad" and that in doing so the Hansa "supplied the dismembered German Empire with a sea-power." Likewise, Colvin emphasized the importance of Hanseatic naval supremacy in maintaining their commercial hold on the Baltic. In a period which saw the navy become increasingly important to German foreign policy, historians looked for similar trends within the development of the Hansa. And the relationship between contemporary German politics and Hanseatic scholarship did not go only one way; political leaders used the Hansa's medieval domination of the seas in a contemporary context to justify the need for a larger and more powerful German fleet. This adoption of history for the purposes of a contemporary national focus serves to underscore the distorting effect that the German political atmosphere had on the perception of Hanseatic institutions. Clearly, during this short period, the
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link between policies of the present and the reconstruction of the past stood out very strongly, as the common interest in politics by naval means demonstrates.

The interwar period and the rise of the Nazi Party did not diminish the nationalistic nature of Hanseatic historical research, but it did manage to shift its focus. Fritz Rörig, the leading Hanseatic historian during this time, emphasized two themes in particular: The importance of expansion to prosperity, and the right of the superior to dominate. Rörig argued that the colonization of the east was the defining factor in the establishment of the Hansa, and saw the end of this expansion as its undoing.\textsuperscript{13} Furthermore, he described the economic privileges given to Hanseatic merchants by other nations as "the wages for his intercession" in constructing a unified economic unit and "the tribute that he let himself be paid by non-German Northern Europe."\textsuperscript{14} This paternalistic perspective on the international role of the Hansa reflected ideas of Germany's rightful place in Europe that were in development at that time. Nazi propagandists built on trends such as these in the construction of ideas like \textit{Lebensraum}, which ultimately used Hanseatic history to portray the Baltic as naturally German territory.\textsuperscript{15} Similar to the prewar period, this appropriation of history for political purposes demonstrates the blurred borders that existed between the present concerns of the nation and attempts to understand past institutions. As Germany adapted to the changing circumstances of Europe following World War One, ideas of Hanseatic nationalism changed to fit the new world order, but the underlying paradigm continued to influence how historians saw the Hansa as an institution.
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In the aftermath of the Second World War, Hanseatic historiography split into two distinct streams that mirrored the divide of the nation itself. In East Germany, the influence of Communism had a clear impact on Hanseatic scholarship, which followed two broad trends throughout the period. First, in contrast with developments in the West, the hierarchical model of the Hansa as an urban league remained dominant. In a more rigidly ordered society like the GDR, a hierarchical Hansa still held appeal, whereas scholars in the West moved towards a more decentralized community model. Unsurprisingly, Hanseatic scholarship in East Germany also tended towards a Marxist-Leninist interpretation of its institutions. In the introduction to the 1970 *Neue Hansische Studien*, Eckhard Müller-Mertens wrote that the Hansa "acted as a specific organizational form of Lübeck-Hanseatic-urban commercial capital and as an instrument of the ruling oligarchy in the Hanseatic cities." It is no secret that Communist doctrine impacted the historical perspective of Soviet-bloc countries, and East Germany was certainly no exception in this regard. This led to a paradigm which confirmed Marx's analysis of history through the interpretation of Hanseatic institutions. In these ways, East German Hanseatic scholarship remained distinct from the patterns emerging in the West, which created a division in the understanding of the Hansa's institutions that lasted throughout the Cold War.

In the West German branch of Hanseatic study, two new trends also emerged, the first of which was an internationalist model of the Hansa in the vein of the developing European Union. As Europe moved towards closer integration, many individuals noted the parallels with the Hansa in terms of the aim of cooperative economic and social exchange, and the wide but non-
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hierarchical membership. Several prominent Hanseatic scholars, among them Philippe Dollinger and Ahasver von Brandt, began to push for the term community (Gemeinschaft) to replace the old idea of a Hanseatic League (Bund). This new term mirrored the replacement of older more structured international alliances with the new European Economic Community. In addition to emphasizing the mutual support of the Hanseatic towns and merchants within a fluid organization, Dollinger also posited that although it was primarily economic in express purpose "the Hansa played an important part in the formation and propagation of the cultural unity of northern Europe." This bears a marked resemblance to contemporary efforts to unite Europe socially and politically through economic cooperation. Gordon Harrison, who wrote a historiography of the Hansa during the 1970s, argued that this trend towards what he called the "European interpretation" implicitly tied the Hansa to the emergence of contemporary integration efforts. In this framework, the Hansa was not merely a similar historical effort, but actually a direct predecessor to the institutions that developed in twentieth century Europe. Indisputably, the emergence of a more internationalist understanding of the Hansa's role and institutions matched Europe's modern move towards a more cooperative international society.

The Hansa continues to draw comparisons with the European Union today, though some criticism of the trend has emerged among Hanseatic scholars. Historians like Alexander Fink and Carsten Jahnke still note the structural similarities between the two institutions, particularly their shared emphasis on consensus rather than tight, hierarchical organization. This examination of
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institutional organization continues to facilitate discussion of how decentralized institutions fit into the constellation of individual political units. Popular historical outlets like History Today are less reticent in drawing direct parallels between the Hansa and the EU, but some degree of academic pushback has emerged in response to this.\textsuperscript{23} In the opinion of Justyna Wubs-Mrozewicz, these comparisons can be misleading as they fail to note the greater cultural and social unity of northern Europe during the medieval and early modern periods.\textsuperscript{24} While historians continue to see similarities in the political models of the Hansa and the EU, they have become more reticent towards the idea that medieval and early modern Europe matches the current social conditions of the continent. In a trend not dissimilar to popular opinion on the EU today, contemporary scholars are divided on the issue of the Hansa's internationality, underscoring its unifying political structure while questioning its true multiculturalism.

Developing in parallel to the internationalist model of the Hansa, a proto-capitalistic paradigm of its institutions also emerged. Only 6 years after the end of World War Two, John Gade had already begun to describe the Hansa as a "merchant union" which controlled northern European trade through economic means.\textsuperscript{25} Von Brandt, among others, built on this image of a Hansa of mutual economic interests, as he argued that cooperation only emerged if and when it benefitted the individual member cities.\textsuperscript{26} According to this theory, economic forces led German merchants to cooperate, resulting in the creation of social and political institutions driven by mutual economic interest. M. M. Postan wrote even more directly, stating that "the League was little more than a federation which the German towns established among themselves to maintain
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by political action that place in European trade which they had won for themselves in the course of the economic changes of the preceding epoch."  

From this perspective, the question of nationalism or internationalism was secondary to the ways in which the economy drove political and social organization. As a capitalist way of life took root in the FDR, a paradigm of the Hansa arose in parallel as the result of pure economic interest.

This model of the Hansa as a predecessor of modern capitalism is the strongest paradigm of its institutions in recent historical works. Characteristic of this trend is the assertion that simple economic advantage drove the creation of the Hansa and all its institutions; to use Kurt Braunmüller's words, the Hansa "was in fact a rather loose community of merchants with strong common economic interests but nothing beyond that." Other historians like Mike Burkhardt and Alexander Fink have also espoused this idea that economic factors played the largest, or even exclusive, role in the Hansa's formation. While previous periods of Hanseatic scholarship acknowledged the role of trade and business within the Hansa, this singular focus on economic factors emerged in the past 50 years of Western scholarship, contemporaneous to the rising emphasis on the role of capitalism in European society. Within this paradigm, an important new area of research is the influence of business networks on the Hansa's development. Several historians have posited in the last several years that the origins of the Hansa can be found in social institutions that developed around short term, cooperative business relationships. In contrast, Jahnke argues that the need to defend common interests brought together disparate
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groups of merchants to form the Hansa. Despite this disagreement, these studies share a common conviction in the importance of business and the economy to the formation of socio-political organization, a sentiment shared by many modern political scientists. With the role of money in society prominent in modern thought, historians have begun to search for the roots of capitalism in historic institutions, fuelling a new interest in the mercantile aspects of Hanseatic institutions.

Though conceptions of Hanseatic institutions moved from paradigm to paradigm through the years, the most common way of understanding the Hansa has remained in lockstep with the contemporary German political issues and frameworks. From the pre-unification political focus to the nationalistic undertones of the imperial German period to the divergence of opinion following the division of Germany itself, each era of Hanseatic scholarship has understood the Hansa at a fundamental level in the same ways the contributing scholars saw the political landscape in their own time. A better understanding of these changing perspectives on the institutions of the Hansa will aid future scholars in getting to the root of what the Hansa was, and perhaps also shed light on how contemporary situations bias historical study in a wider context.
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